Time Magazine – August 11, 2015
**What to Know About the Next Generation Science Standards.**
They are not a curriculum, but a series of goals and best practices that are intended to inform teachers’ science instruction...

South Jersey Local News - Sep 03, 2015
**Evesham students, staff work hard over the summer to stay sharp**
...reading, Magulick said. The district began the transition to Next Generation Science Standards and will be piloting new materials at several...

South Jersey Local News - Sep 03, 2015
**Teachers, admin spend summer learning in Mount Laurel**
...curriculum was rewritten for grades six through eight to align them with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), she said. This curriculum will...

MyCentralJersey.com - Oct 29, 2015
**STEM and the Next Generation science standards in Warren**
STEM and the Next Generation Science Standards in Warren STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. Talk about adding the arts...

MyCentralJersey.com - Dec 10, 2015
**Park Commission launches school field trip**
... (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) and make Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) connections, while meeting environmental literacy...

MyCentralJersey.com - Jan 21, 2016
**Roller coaster physics and fun at Warren Middle School**
...Framework for K-12 Science Education, the foundation for the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) which New Jersey plans to officially implement...

NorthJersey.com - Feb 10, 2016
**A ‘buzzy’ day at Lazar in Montville**
...raise their hives. This presentation aligned with the mission of the Next Generation Science Standards as students were able to explore a real-life...
New Jersey Hills - Mar 08, 2016
**Boonton students get lesson in meteorology**
...presentations that covered exactly what my students were learning from the NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards). I felt that John, being an on...

TAPinto.net - Mar 09, 2016
**Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) presented to Madison Board of Education**
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) presented to Madison Board of Education MADISON, NJ Thomas Paterson, Science superintendent, shared...

Star-Ledger - April 07, 2016
**New science standards in N.J. schools is a giant leap for education**
... I vigorously applaud New Jersey's recent adoption of the Next Generation Science Standards, or NGSS. These K-12 standards raise the bar on what students need to know and do in science by integrating core scientific ideas with big-picture concepts.

**Op-Ed: Educational Data Mining Can Enhance Science Education**
...PISA results, however, may underscore the importance of the new Next Generation Science Standards, which have already been adopted by 17 states...

**Astronaut encourages scientists of tomorrow**
...said the school is also in the process of incorporating the Next Generation Science Standards, which place a greater emphasis on technology and...?
In elementary education, ‘doing science’ rather than just memorizing it
Special correspondent John Tulenko of Education Week reports on a new set of requirements for teaching science that is creeping into curricula without much fanfare.